NEWSLETTER 03/2021
FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK
Dear parents,
We have, finally, come to the end of one of the longest school terms on record,
particularly when one considers that many of the staff returned to duty in January and
boys commenced academic studies, albeit online, almost three months ago on Monday,
1st February.
Whilst COVID-19 continues to disrupt planning and have an impact on both our daily
and school lives, and I am not unaware of the devastation of the pandemic on our
families who have lost loved ones or been financially affected by the economic
consequences of the virus. I think we can consider ourselves extremely fortunate, from a school perspective, that we
have been able to maintain some semblance of normality thus far in 2021. When one considers that schools in many
countries throughout the world are either still closed for on-campus learning or been significantly disrupted in this
regard, I am both thankful and incredibly proud that we, and many other schools in South Africa, have managed to
complete a full term of on-campus lessons. We have also managed to offer an increasingly comprehensive
extra-mural programme all whilst maintaining a COVID-free environment (for the past two months, to our knowledge,
we have not had any incidences of positive infections amongst either our staff or boys). My thanks to our wonderful
staff, whose continued dedication to our boys is inspiring, and parents, for entrusting us with the safety of your sons
and for supporting us regarding the various initiatives, contingencies and plans we have put in place (and then often
had to change) in order to mitigate the impact and effects of the virus.
This past two weeks saw the conclusion of the School Governing Body (SGB) elections whereat parents, educators,
support staff and learner representatives were elected to sit on the SGB. My thanks to all those parents who attended
not only the election meeting on Wednesday, 14 April but who also took the time, and made the effort, to attend the
SGB Parent Information Evening at the end of March. The full SGB will be introduced to you in the next school
newsletter, once office bearers have been elected, but I am extremely pleased, and grateful, that many of our existing
SGB parent members agreed to stand for re-election and that the school will therefore continue to benefit from their
experience, knowledge and skills. Should any parents wish to know more about school governance, or wish to offer
their services or believe that they have specific skills which could result in co-option, please feel free to contact the
school at hms@jeppeboys.co.za.
As part of the SGB elections, the boys also voted for their RCL Chairman two weeks ago and I am pleased to
announce Muhammad Mahomed as the 2021 RCL Chairman and wish him all the success in this important and
challenging role.

With regard to Term 2, I would like to highlight some important upcoming dates and events:
•

Please be aware that, as approved by the School Governing Body and Executive, there will be two days of
off-campus consolidation learning on the days of Thursday, 17 and Friday, 18 June. With Wednesday, 16 June
being a public holiday (Youth Day), this will means that the boarding houses will close from the afternoon of
Tuesday, 15 June and re-open on the afternoon of Sunday, 20 June. There will be no on-campus lessons during
this time. This will give boys the opportunity to catch up work missed and to focus on their studies in
anticipation of the mid-year exam block which will take place from Monday, 28 June until Friday, 9 July. It will
also have the added advantage of ensuring staff and boys remain in touch with the intricacies of online learning
should the much-spoken about third wave materialise.

•

As noted in the headmaster's comment on the Term 1 reports, please note that we have scheduled
grade-specific on-campus Parent Evenings for the first two weeks of Term 2. These dates, which are highlighted
in the "Important Dates" section later in the newsletter, are an important opportunity for parents (and boys) to
meet with the educators, receive feedback on Term 1 academic performance and raise any queries, questions
or concerns. To minimise congestion and facilitate social distancing, educators will meet with parents in their
classrooms. Those educators without fixed classrooms will be allocated to the Memorial and Payne Halls.
Boys are required to attend the evening, in uniform, with their parents. Heads of Grade will contact the parents
of those boys who did not meet the minimum promotion requirements in Term 1 to arrange a specific meeting
with these parents and their sons.

•

Lastly, from a Term 2 perspective, please note that, as published later in this newsletter, in order to
accommodate the comprehensive extra-mural programme and logistical challenges related to less daylight
hours in winter (and the consequent impact on school bus times, practices and hostel suppers), the bell times
for Term 2 have changed with school now finishing, upon conclusion of Period 7, at 14:25 on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday and at 13:45 on Wednesday. These times include a 35 minute, Period 7, academic
consolidation lesson at the end of every day. The Term 2 bell times are published in full later in this newsletter.

As it currently stands, we are planning, with much excitement, for a full winter sporting programme when school
re-opens for Term 2. As a parent of four young children, I fully appreciate and understand the frustration experienced
by parents in not being allowed to attend fixtures as spectators but trust that all parents will support us in this regard as
we strive to balance the opportunity for the boys to experience the joys of a full extra-mural programme with the
logistical challenges of COVID and the regulations related thereto. Mr Gittins will provide further detail in this regard
later in the newsletter.
In closing, on behalf of the entire Jeppe community, I would like to wish Mr Hansen farewell as he departs for the
Eastern Cape at the end of the term. Mr Hansen, for whom a special assembly was held earlier this week, has been a
popular member of staff for the past six years and has added greatly to life at Jeppe, as can be seen in the article later
in this newsletter. His family hails from the Eastern Cape and his long-term partner also resides in Port Elizabeth and
Mr Hansen therefore decided some time ago that he would like to return to his roots. He will be sadly missed, by both
boys and staff, at Jeppe and goes with our blessing and best wishes.
To all our Muslim families, I wish you a blessed month of fasting in the holy month of Ramadaan whilst, for those
families travelling over the holiday period, I wish you safe travels and a restful time spent with family.
We look forward to seeing all boys again when school
re-opens for Term 2 on Monday, 3rd May.
Kind regards,

Dale Jackson
Headmaster

Mr Jackson in discussion with a class.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW STAFF

STAFF FAREWELL

Mr Dave Hansen leaves Jeppe today after six years of service during which
he has often gone well beyond the call of duty and his parting will leave a
hole which will be difficult to fill.
Among the varied roles that Mr Hansen played at the school, three stand out:
he was Senior Housemaster of Tsessebe, head of the Business Studies
department, and coach of the 1st water polo team.
He was also a much-valued colleague and friend to many on the staff, and
also built special relationships with the boys he came into contact with and
has, no doubt, left a deep impression on many of them. He had a knack for
identifying leadership qualities in boys and a number of those he took under
his wing over the years rose to prominent positions in the school.

As a first team water polo coach, he produced some outstanding results,
beating all of the big name schools in the country at some stage. He has the
ability to get boys to enjoy the game while also playing a tough unforgiving
style of water polo. Many of his players have continued the game at varsity or
old boy level.
He has also displayed a passion for his subject and for teaching. He is
always ready to tell the boys a story, give some advice or produce one-liners
that have floored many an opponent in a battle of wits in the classroom.
Mr Hansen took over the running of Tsessebe house from the legendary Mr
Dudley Wallendorf in 2015 and applied every bit of his passion to that hostel.
Through all of it he found the time to notice a colleague, or a boy who was
feeling down and was always there with a word of encouragement. “We will
miss Dave Hansen the person,” Mr Gittins said in his farewell speech,
“someone who cares deeply about others, understands the power of
education, and makes every day fun for the boys and staff he works with.”
It’s the Jeppe boys that he will miss the most, Mr Hansen said. “I’ll miss their
toughness, their resilience and determination which, at the same time, comes
with a deeply caring attitude,” he said. “I’ll miss working with colleagues, in all
areas of school life, who are on the top of their game and who care so much for Jeppe. I’ll miss being part of a school
that, on it’s day, can hold its own against any other in the country.”
When pressed to name the things he’d like to be remembered for, Mr Hansen said the successes in the polo pool
stand out. “Jeppe polo was in a poor state when I arrived, we managed to turn that around and had some very good
years. There are a number of players I coached who, I believe, will go far in the game.”
He is also proud of what he has done at Tsessebe. “To take over from Mr Wallendorf and to maintain his standards is
something I am proud of. And then to develop the Tsessebe culture, producing top quality boys who will undoubtedly
make their mark in the world.”
He is particularly proud of Mr Prince Mhlanga who was young teacher when he took over and who grew into a quality
educator who will take Tsessebe to new heights. “He is an important part of my legacy,” he said.
Mr Hansen is returning to his roots in the Eastern Cape and we look forward to seeing where his new journey takes
him in the future.

WINTER SPORT SEASON AND COVID
There is a feeling of great excitement around the school as we move ever closer to a likely full winter season of sport.
The directives we have received from the Department of Education as well SA Rugby and SA Hockey is that we will be
in contravention of legislation should we allow any spectators, including parents, at the venues.
We are very aware of how important it is to you and your son for you to be there to watch and support, but not following
these clear regulations puts us at risk of our fixtures being prohibited from occurring which is something we wish to
avoid at all costs.
I will be publishing a full COVID action plan for sporting events hosted at Jeppe in which this and other logistics will be
made clear including the likely splitting of venues, the streaming of some games, the safety measures and protocols as
well as our management of the boys at our different venues. This will be published in the first week of Term 2 prior to
our first winter Saturday fixture against Pretoria Boys.
We have attached the Winter Sport fixture list, which unfortunately is missing squash fixtures as we wait for the league
to commence. Please may I ask that you prioritise these fixtures in your planning over the next few months as we
expect full commitment from every one of our boys over the duration of the season. The fixtures will be supplemented
with midweek games and other events.
Obviously the fixture list is subject to COVID restrictions and developments but should amendments be required, they
will be timeously communicated.
I would also like to encourage all parents to follow the links to the various information packs which exist for the different
winter sports.
Cross Country - Information Booklet
Hockey - Newsletter - April 2021
Rugby - Information Booklet
Squash - Information Booklet
Inter-house chess by Andrew Szigethy

COLOUR AWARDS AND SUMMER SPORTS

At this time of the year, we traditionally award our summer sport season colours for our senior boys. We have taken
the decision to temporarily postpone these awards with our intention being to award colours, where we feel a full and
appropriately competitive season has occurred, early in Term 2.
For sports that did not have the opportunity for a comprehensive season in Term 1, we intend holding
another summer sports colours cycle later in the year. Whilst unusual, we feel this approach is justified in light of the
complexities of COVID and our underlying principle to be innovative and flexible in our attempts to ensure some form
of season for our boys and the various sports in which they participate whilst protecting the integrity of the awards.
Our cultural colours traditionally occur in Term 3 and we believe that we will be in a position to award these at the
normal time of the year.
A notice on the details of the proposed colours awards will be published to all parents and boys.

I’d like to thank the summer sport MICs for their incredible work in providing an opportunity for our boys to enjoy some
kind of competitive season - they went above and beyond to make sure we got moving despite the complex situation.
CULTURALS
My thanks to Ms. Kemp and her team for all the work that has gone into the term with one of the consequences being
a higher level of participation in many of the activities.
The cultural activities and various clubs and societies will continue to operate as per the schedule, going into Term 2.
We are also pleased that many external events are beginning to be organised given the relaxing in COVID restrictions.

CRICKET ROUND UP

The school’s cricket season was curtailed by the restrictions
on school sport brought about by the Covid-19 pandemic,
but the cricketers were able to play some internal matches,
followed by a limited number of interschool fixtures.
It was agreed that this was a year when the results of
games were less important than the fact that there were
opportunities to get out there and play. The teams did,
nonetheless, perform very well on the field, across the
board.
The three official fixtures were against St Stithians, KES and
Pretoria Boys’ High. The 1st team beat both KES and
Pretoria – two of our oldest boys’ schools rivals – to end the
season on a high note.
The King Edward games were T20s, on a Wednesday
afternoon. There were only four games played on the day
and Jeppe won two of them – the 1sts, and under-15As.
The under-16A game ended up in a tie, while the
under-14As lost.
The 1st XI bowled first and had KES in a lot of trouble on
55/6 at one stage before an unbeaten partnership of 76 saw
them get to a respectable 130/6 after 20 overs. Joshua
Vorster (2/10) was the best of the Jeppe bowlers.

Jeppe lost two wickets quite early before Dylan Nicholas (65*) and Declan Osborne (47*) got together and batted quite
superbly to see Jeppe home with three balls to spare. The required run rate was 11 per over at one stage and it
seemed the pair were going too slowly, but they timed the chase perfectly and in the end Nicholas needed just 51 balls
to get his 65 and struck three fours and three sixes in the process. Osborne’s 47 came off 45 balls and included three
fours.
The under-16A game was a thriller. Jeppe made 126/7 in their 20 overs, with Caleb Burger getting 36 off 34 balls and
Ethan Edwards 44 off 38. KES needed nine runs off the last over and could only get eight. Reece Larcohm took 2/20.
KES batted first in the under-15A game and were 117 all out. The best of the bowlers was M Costa who took 4/2 6 in
his four overs. Jeppe got the winning run off the last ball of the match to win by five wickets, thanks mainly to a 63 by S
Potsane, and 22 from R Harcourt-Baldwin. KES under-14A made 117/4 and then bowled Jeppe out for 67.
The first team recording a comfortable, 64-run, win over Pretoria Boys’ High in a
50 over game. It was a good day for Jeppe against Pretoria. Of the nine games
played. Jeppe won five. Apart from the firsts, the second team; the u-16As, and
the under-14As and Bs also won.
Jeppe batted first in the first XI game and were all out for 203 runs. Luke Hall top
scored with 65, Declan Osborne made 38 and Jayden Brooker 39. Pretoria, in
reply, lost wickets at regular intervals and were all out for 139 – 64 runs short.
Declan Osborne took 3/19, to round off a fine all-round performance.
Munib Ayob made 116 for the under-14A team. He took 141 balls to get there
and struck 11 fours. He is clearly one to look out for in the future.

ROWING BOAT LAUNCH AND PRIZE GIVING

The annual prize giving ceremony of the rowing club took place at Victoria Lake recently. Individual awards were made,
the captains for 2021/2 were announced, and two new additions to the Jeppe rowing fleet were christened.
The guest speaker was Naydene Smith, who rowed for South Africa at the 2012 Olympic games and who has won a
silver medal at the World Championships. In her speech, she unpacked four often misunderstood concepts in rowing:
body weight isn’t everything, you can be small but it’s the size of your commitment, and the amount of work you put in
that counts; diet is the key to effective training; ergo times are a guide, but it’s what you do out on the water that
counts; and watching international rowing on the TV at every opportunity is good for you.
Rowing director, Mr Simon Moore bemoaned the disruption that Covid-19 brought to the rowing programme, and
praised the rowers for being so committed any way. He explained that this year’s awards were made in response to the
little bit of rowing that did happen at the beginning of 2020 and on the basis of the efforts put in, and the attitudes of the
rowers to land and water training during the lockdown.

The awards were:
Most improved senior oarsman: Tyler Janse van Rensburg
Most improved junior oarsman: Mario Alho
Junior oarsman of the year: Logan Roodt
Senior oarsman of the year: Nicholas Bonthuys and
Joshua Gillespie
Bruce Weller Trophy for team spirit and dedication:
u14 age group
Alan Francis Trophy for service and dedication:
Blayde Franken
Sandy Marks Trophy for Fortitude Despite Adversity:
Joshua Gillespie
Terry Townsend Trophy for Outstanding Service to the Jeppe
Rowing Club: Dylan Kirby and Thomas Kirby
Resilience trophy for never giving up: Terence Laughton
Glaive Award for education through rowing: Joshua Wallace
Sven Clausen was named the captain for the 21/22 season,
with Darian Ferreira and Joshua Gillespie the
vice-captains.
Two of the 14 boats that have been added to the fleet – a Four, named JDR Tomlinson, and an Eight called Damascus
– were christened at the ceremony.
The JRD Tomlinson is named after Dr Tomlinson, the first rowing coach at Jeppe. The funds to purchase it were
donated by Martin Maine, Jeppe’s first ever rower and the nephew of Dr Tomlinson.

The Damascus is a state-of-the-art Swift Carbon Elite Eight and it was bought for the school by the Jeppe Boats and
Blades Trust, a fund-raising body started jointly by old boys rowers, and members of the school’s parents rowing
committee.
They raised the required R500 000, quite remarkably,
during the 2020 Covid-19 shutdown and the boat was
delivered in December.
There is a tradition at Jeppe of naming boats after blades
and the steel used to make them. Damascus steel is
remarkable because it is forged from different alloys. It is
both very hard and yet quite flexible.

TENNIS - MEET YOUR MATCH

In the absence of the customary interschool tennis
leagues this year due to the Covid-19 restrictions on
school sport, Mr Lydon Smit and the tennis staff have
done a great job in ensuring that the players were kept
busy, playing in internal competition that lasted most of
the term.
The Meet Your Match Jeppe tennis tournament was the
school’s first internal tennis tournament. In an effort to
keep the players interested and actively involved in the
tennis club this year, Mr Smit explains, we needed to
create something that allowed the players to not only practice but also compete competitively against each other. “The
Meet Your Match tournament, which commenced in February, stayed true to Jeppe's Tennis club’s spirit of
participation, and it saw over 20 players sign-up for the different events,” he said.
The tournament had a round-robin structure that saw all players play one another in an effort to seed the players
according to scores and rankings. There were two levels, The Advanced League and The Intermediate League. Each
had 9 rounds totaling 90 matches.
“I am very proud of the Jeppe Tennis club, and the educators involved, for creatively using our current adversities, to
bring about new development and growth within the club,” Mr Smit said. “I look forward to hosting the tournament again
next year.”
The eventual top seed in the Advanced League is Cameron Harding, while Chidubem Obiedelu finished on top of the
Intermediate League. At the end of nine rounds of action there was only one point separating Cameron and
second-placed Ribhu Bathoi.
Cameron is in grade 10, but he is the top-ranked senior player. He beat several boys in grade 11 and 12 on his way to
the title. He says he is grateful that there was an opportunity to play even though the interschool competitions didn’t
take place. “Tennis is becoming well established at Jeppe now,” he said. “I’m looking forward to, hopefully, playing
against other schools in the fourth term.”
Chidubem started in grade 8 this year, so he hasn’t played an official game for the school yet. He has a solid tennis
background. He was the star at his primary school, Hurlyvale, and has been receiving professional coaching from a
young age. “It’s been fun playing tennis at Jeppe and I have made some new friends,” he said. “I can’t wait to represent
the school in matches.”
Advanced League Results
1st seed - Cameron Harding
2nd seed - Ribhu Bathoi
3rd seed - Calvin Stevens
4th seed - Sergio Morais
5th seed - Josh Wilson
6th seed - Rohan Maharaj
7th seed - Ryan Last
8th seed - Jordan Eshen
9th seed - Keanu Goncalves
10th seed - Bradley Blows
Notable performances (advanced league): Clavin Stevens; Sergio Morais ; Rohan Maharaj
Intermediate League Results
1st seed - Chidubem Obiedelu
2nd seed - Jason Briggs
3rd seed - Trent Johnston
4th seed - Dominic Larangeira
5th seed - Marco Squara
6th seed - Ethan Hodkinson
7th seed - Christopher Walker
8th seed - Ranil Monterio
9th seed - Bruce Rowan
10th seed - Ethan Scott
Notable performances (intermendiate league): Jason Briggs; Trent Johnston; Dominic Larangeira

CROSS COUNTRY - LEGENDS OF LOCKDOWN

During the early part of the post-lockdown return to school last year, organised sport
was very restricted, yet it |remained important for the boys to be physically active
and to maintain their levels of fitness. That is when Mr Nic McCann, the master in
charge of cross country, came up with the “Legends of the Lockdown” concept. The
idea was to get a group of boys together and to go on runs around the school
grounds. Later, strength-building exercise sessions were added.
“The cross-country and distance runners were obviously the target,” Mr McCann
said, “But we threw it open to every boy in the school, and in the beginning the
turnout was very good. Boys from other sports saw the opportunity to get fit, and
others simply enjoyed being active and out in the open.”
Those numbers dropped later on when the other sports were re-introduced and
began their own pre-season training sessions. “Some extra boys remained with us,
though, and there are a few who have joined in with our serious runners in training
now,” Mr McCann said.

Inter-House cross country
images by Zachary Moffett

As soon as it was allowed, the cross-country runners began staging their own
internal races, culminating in the Inter-house Cross Country Championships at the
end of March. The competition was held on a newly laid-out course around the
school, so the winners in the various age groups automatically become the school
cross country record holders.
Interhouse Cross Country Results: Teams - 1st Tsessebe 743 points; 2nd Sable 741
points; 3rd Oribi 500 points; 4th Roan 498points; 5th Impala 448 points; 6th Koodoo
410 points; 7th Eland 379 points; 8th Duiker 315 points.
Individuals - Under-14 Nkosinathi Masalela (Roan); under-15 Daniel Quitata
(Tsessebe); under-16 Lefoko Mokwena (Tsessebe); under-17 Farrel Miles (Roan);
under-19 Hopewell Nkosi (Tsessebe).
The school team that has emerged from the pre-season is hard at training and Mr McCann believes they have a lot of
potential. “We have a core of very good runners who can challenge for medal positions, and enough depth to make us
a threat in the team competition,” he said. “This could be the year that we make our mark at the inter-district level.
Among those individual starts are two who did very well at the Central Gauteng Athletics (CGA) Central Gauteng
Athletics (CGA) 10km Provincial Championships road race. Hopewell Nkosi won the junior mens 10km race and
Keaton Stansfield finished 9th (below). Hopewell will be running in the National 10km Championships which take place
in Durban in July.
Another runner to impress Mr McCann is Daniel Quitata who is in grade 8. “He is a year older than those in his grade
and despite having no experience at this level, he beat the grade 9s he ran against. He is an exciting runner with lots of
talent.”

ORIENTEERING

The orienteering club was able to host internal Jeppe League events for the orienteers, due to the
postponement of the Gauteng Orienteering Schools League this term. The club is under the new leadership of
Jason Bailie and started the season with a record number of signups for the season, especially in the junior ranks. All
the Jeppe orienteers should be exceptionally proud of their efforts and performances in the Jeppe Orienteering
League.
In the senior category the competition was tight, and the competitive nature of the boys truly showed.
Exceptionally well done to Nate Vos and Connor Bell who dominated the senior category of the League, and to Hayden
Pitman and Gareth Peers for their brilliant performances in the Junior category.
I believe that all the Jeppe gentlemen who took part in the season are fully ready and capable to dominate the Gauteng
Orienteering Schools League which will be taking place in the third term, if they continue with the same passion and
drive for the school and the sport.

Overall, the season was a great success, and we look forward to the continuation of the 2021 season and 2022 season
and growing the club to even greater heights.
Upcoming events and season:
6 September 2021 – 27 September 2021 –
Gauteng Orienteering Schools League
11 October 2021 – Gauteng Orienteering
Schools League Final Awards
Wishing you an enjoyable break as we
prepare for, and look forward to, a
demanding 2nd term.

Brendan Gittins
Deputy Headmaster: Extra Murals

It seems somewhat odd to be feeling familiar feelings at the end of a term. The past ten weeks (twelve including online
learning) have seen us make significant yet responsible strides towards ‘normality’ and the natural fatigue which
comes with the end of a term has once again emerged. Whisper it quietly, but it is a great feeling! That is not entirely
accurate, I am sure many of my colleagues and boys at Jeppe would cry foul if they heard me describing it that way the point, however, is that while it is a ‘drained’ feeling, it is a great pleasure to have been able to have a terms worth
of activity which fully justifies it. Importantly, it has been an overwhelmingly positive term for the school and, for many
boys, a return to a traditional routine etc. has been both welcomed and incredibly healthy for them.
As mentioned later in this newsletter, we were delighted to welcome Mr Shaun Fuchs back to the school to address the
boys and share a bit of his Jeppe passion. We have also had wonderful initiatives introduced - both in the tutor group/
House space and through the RCL, with a clothing drive currently underway.
RCL CHAIRPERSON ANNOUNCEMENT

As previously mentioned, we continue to look to develop leadership opportunities within our school and use the various
platforms which exist to do so. One of the primary avenues, of course, is through the Representative Council of
Learners (RCL). It was with great pleasure that we announced Muhammad Uzair Mahomed as the Chairperson of the
RCL for 2021 earlier this month, with Muhammad then addressing the students officially for the first time at Thursday‘s
assembly last week. We are excited to see the student-led initiatives which Muhammad, his executive committee, and
the RCL as a whole, will introduce this year.
HOUSE SPIRIT AND TUTOR COMMENTS
There is absolutely no doubt that one of the highlights of the year so far has been the passion and spirit which has
been evident in the hotly contested Inter-house events throughout this term. Inspired by committed staff and
spear-headed by determined Prefects and Matric students, the House and family feeling is starting to take root
throughout the school. My thanks to everyone, parents included, who have supported all these initiatives throughout
the term.
As with last year, parents will also now be able to read their son’s tutor’s comment on Term 1 reports – a snapshot of
their term with some insights, where applicable, from the staff member who sees them every morning. I remain
incredibly proud of a lot of the work which is happening quietly within tutor groups and Houses and believe, moving
forward, these relationships will prove central to our boys’ continued growth.
I think it is wonderful to note that, at time of writing, we have an initial group of thirteen Jeppe staff - including tutors/
teachers, coaches and support staff - who are involved in an introductory counselling training course, being facilitated
at the school by the Johannesburg Parent & Child Counseling Centre (JPCCC). We had an overwhelming number of
staff put their hands up to take part, despite the demanding time commitment so late in the term, and it is once again a
testament to the holistic and caring role which our staff take ownership of within their roles as educators.
I would like to wish all boys, parents and staff a restful
and enjoyable upcoming break. Thank you for all that you
have done to enable the wonderful opportunities and
experiences to take place, despite understandable and
necessary concerns and constraints.
Kind regards,

Peter Murison
Deputy Headmaster: Student Affairs
Inter-House Chess Winners - Impala

SHAUN FUCHS

Shaun Fuchs (1985, Sable) was the guest speaker at a recent
school assembly. He was invited because of the contribution he
makes to the school’s theme of “inclusivity”.
Shaun made education his career and, after a very successful period
as headmaster of Crawford College Lonehill, he went into senior
management at the Advtech Group - the organization that owns the
Crawford Schools, among others - and then at Reddam House.
He has since left there to pursue his own entrepreneurial
interests. He has always been an entrepreneur. He told the boys so
at the assembly and it is well-documented in his book, Fush.
Shaun played in the Jeppe 1st team as a prop in 1985, and
returned to the school to coach rugby as a coach while studying to
become a teacher. He became an officer during his national service
and was awarded provincial colours for Powerlifting. Then his career
in education began and it was to reach great heights.
When telling his personal story to the boys, he reminisced on his
roles as educator, businessman, speaker, sportsman, and coach,
and told them that being a gay man still seems to be his most
controversial title.
While at school, Shaun was not afforded the opportunities that the boys of today are given. He was not accepted for
who he was - a gay teenager. That was very much taboo in those days.
He reminded the audience that, as humans, we all intrinsically have prejudices and that even though we don’t have to
like each other, we should be treating each other with kindness and respect.
Order Shaun Fuch’s book FUSH, here: https://www.shaunfuchs.co.za/books

Jeppe masks are still
available from Mrs
Murton in the finance
office at R30 per mask.
JBA buffs are available
from Dawn at the JBA
for R60 per buff.
dbragin@jeppeboys.co.za

IMPORTANT DATES
DAY

DATE

FRI

23 APRIL

MON

EVENT

TIME

BREAK UP DAY: TERM 1

12:00

3 MAY

SCHOOL STARTS: TERM 2

07:40

TUE

4 MAY

GRADE 8 PARENTS EVENING

18:00

WED

5 MAY

FULL SGB MEETING

18:00

THU

6 MAY

GRADE 12 PARENTS EVENING

18:00

FRI

7 MAY

1ST TEAM HOCKEY CAPPING DINNER

18:00

SAT

8 MAY

HOCKEY/RUGBY VS PRETORIA BOYS

08:00

TUE

11 MAY

GRADE 9 PARENTS EVENING

18:00

THU

13 MAY

GRADE 10 & 11 PARENTS EVENING

18:00

SAT

15 MAY

HOCKEY/RUGBY VS ST DAVIDS

08:00

SAT

22 MAY

HOCKEY/RUGBY VS AFFIES

08:00

MON

24 MAY

PERFORMING ARTS: FEDA FESTIVAL

15:00

SAT

29 MAY

HOCKEY/RUGBY VS ST JOHNS

08:00

WED-SUN 15-20 JUNE BOARDING HOUSES CLOSED
WED
THU-FRI
MON-FRI
FRI

16 JUNE

ALL DAY

PUBLIC HOLIDAY: YOUTH DAY

17-18 JUNE OFF CAMPUS CONSOLIDATION DAYS
28 JUNE - EXAM BLOCK
9 JULY
9 JULY

ALL DAY
ALL DAY
ALL DAY

BREAK UP DAY: TERM 2

12:00
COMMUNICATION
D6 Communication
All parents are required to have access (either via phone
or computer) to the D6 Communicator.
Important information including updates, changes,
notices, etc. will be communicated through the D6 at this
time. The app is available for iPhone and Android.
Twitter
Updates will be added to our Twitter page which can be
found at @jeppeboys
Facebook
Search ‘Jeppe High School for Boys’ on
Facebook and select the one with our
badge as the logo.
Website
www.jeppeboys.co.za

Please ensure boys are aware of the new bell times before their return to school on Monday, 3 May for Term 2.

